
Ash and Soil 

 

It always surprised her: the ease with which grass could be pulled from the earth. As a 

grouping, it appeared as one large mass of life, cohesive and intertwined. Yet each individual 

blade could so easily be pulled away, their roots no further than a few inches down, an almost 

superficial grounding. Even worms burrowed further, at least until drowned by the rains. When 

her mother had first tried to plant her daisies, they had all too quickly withered, their roots weak, 

as though the soil itself rejected them. Her mother was merely disappointed, but Elizabeth had 

found it deeply cruel. Grass and brush were so easily accommodated, trees had rooted there for 

years, even weeds made their bitter homes in the dirt of this new home, yet there was no room 

for her mother’s daisies? 

In her right hand, Elizabeth held a small glass bottle, tinted black, and filled with ash. In 

her left, she clutched a small black book, the same book that her mother used to read from and 

curse as it stubbornly refused to be deciphered. Liz had long waited for the day her mother might 

pass on its knowledge, so that she might have her turn with its mysteries. By the time she had 

begun to do so, however, her illness had not left them much time. 

 

 

“This one means: ‘to separate.’” She pointed at the glyph weakly, then stopped to cough. 

For a second, she raised her arm to point again, but Elizabeth motioned for her to rest, and 

pointed for her. 



“I’ve been trying to figure some of it out myself. This one means ‘to combine,’ right?” 

Her mother nodded in response. 

“Almost. It’s more specific, like… like, ‘to mix things so that they become one.’ So 

they’re… they should be…” She floundered for the word. 

“Inseparable?” Liz suggested. Her mother smiled back at her. 

“Yes. You always did catch on quick.” She looked at Elizabeth for a few moments before 

her focus seemed to drain away, and her eyes drifted to the hospital wall behind her.  

 

 

It was always strange to return home, not so much because of the things that changed, but 

because of the things that hadn’t. The dining room looked as though it had been transplanted 

from her memories into the present day, from the wooden chairs, to the dingy window, to the 

dark stain that had once been drops of blood from her first night there. Her parent’s room was 

much the same, with the exception of a few new books on her father’s nightstand, and the same 

could be said of the kitchen.  

“What do you think she has?” She queried. Her father pondered the question for a 

moment. 

“I have no idea. Neither do the doctors, or at least, they don’t seem to think it’s worth 

explaining to me.” 

“But you have a right to know, don’t you? Shouldn’t you at least  want  to know?” She 

gave him a concerned look. His only response was a weak shrug. 

 



The mortician had broken down the whole process to her and her father, but the 

explanation was foggy in her memory, save for the end. Skin and hair and tissue was all burned 

down, ‘til all that remained was bits of bone. Finally, even that was ground down with a small 

tool and mixed in, like she had done many years ago with with berries and pebbles and plant 

seeds and dreams. She had looked over at her father to see a face made of clay, each layer of 

memory pressed down and combined until all that was left was a singular mixture with no 

discernable expression. She wondered if he ever thought about the daisies, and whether ash could 

make soil richer. 

 

Elizabeth scattered the ashes, as per her mother’s request. The location was up to her, so 

she did so in the garden, among the daisies and flowers and grass and the old tree. She scattered 

them more or less at random. After all, in the end, everything was condensed into one consistent 

mixture of ash. There was no way to discern any particular organ or memory, nor any history. It 

was all the same mixture, inseparable. 

 

“This is the one glyph I managed to figure out on my own. Your mother knew the part 

before it referred to the past, and later on it starts to talk about the future, but she could never 

deduce this one glyph.” 

“So, what does it mean then?” Elizabeth asked, intensely curious. 

“It’s a glyph that means ‘memory.’ Or more specifically, the memories that make up a 

person.” He leaned back again, basking in remembered pride. Elizabeth stared at the glyph, and 

imagined trying to decipher it. The shape of the glyph was thin in the middle, with a circular 



head, and several dashes down below of varying length. She wondered if the shape had any 

significance. 

 

It reminded her of her mother’s daisies. 
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The Day Sam Whittaker Lost His Eyes 

 

 It was a warm summer’s day when little Sam Whittaker lost his eyes. He certainly hadn’t 

intended to, so proud his mom was of the dark brown marbles in his skull. He had been chasing a 

particularly evasive red butterfly when he tumbled down a grassy hill, thrown head over heels by 

the indifferent neglect of gravity. Even after pulling himself upright, it took little Sam a moment 

to puzzle out why the world had gone dark. For a minute, he thought perhaps someone had 

extinguished the sun itself, until he reached up to his face and realized, to his horror, that his eyes 

had popped right out of their sockets! 

 Thankfully Joan Whittaker, with all the mothering instincts that a careless child inspires, 

was thoroughly eager to yank back her son from any and all adversity. She was entirely prepared 

to leap into action even before her now blind son rounded the corner and slammed into a 

fencepost. He made a sound not unlike a dimwitted cow, inspiring Joan to leap from her porch, 

hoping to silence his cries before the neighbors took notice. 

 “Oh sweetie, it’s ok, it’s alright, do tell mother what happened.” She cooed gently into 

his ear, until he lapsed into blissful silence 

Then Sam uncovered his face and Joan Whittaker screamed loudly enough to disturb 

even the most hard-of-hearing neighbors. It was now Sam’s turn to comfort his mother, which he 

did by patting her knee with one hand and staring up at her with his newly-exposed eye sockets. 

It took some time for Joan to calm herself, but when she did, it was quickly decided that this 

state of affairs would simply not do. 

“I will not allow my son to go blind while he has two perfectly good eyes just laying 

around in the countryside! Imagine how filthy they’ll get! Rolling around in the grass and dirt!” 
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She remarked, shuddering at the thought. So the two of them returned to the hill, Joan leading 

her son by the hand as he struggled to keep pace. When they finally arrived however, the task 

was not so easy as she had imagined. They spent hours at the base of the hill, Joan using her fine 

toothed comb to part the grass, and Sam rolling around in dirt, growing accustomed to life 

without eyes. Soon enough it was nearly sunset, and Joan found herself wondering if perhaps she 

could raise an eyeless child after all, watching as her tripped on a rock and fell face first into the 

earth. She was cleaning the dirt out of Sam’s eye socket with a bent Q-tip when she noticed a 

cave, sitting just a short distance away. 

Joan, having just about exhausted all her energy, mustered the energy for one last search 

attempt. They walked into the cave together, Joan clutching her son’s hand ever tighter, afraid of 

the dark. Sam, having no way to distinguish between light and dark, of course, suddenly broke 

away, skipping further into the cave. 

“Sam! Wait for mother!” She called, but to no avail. Joan stamped after him in a huff. 

“You’d think the boy’s ears had fallen off as well!” Wandering further, she heard the sounds of 

Sam laughing, and another sound, almost like a pig’s grunt. At the end of the cave, Joan found 

her son giggling at an angry little goblin, who clutched in his hands two small, marble shaped 

objects. 

“Listen here you little brat! I want you out of my home right now!” 

“Don’t talk to him like that you brute!” Joan peered through the dark, seeing a flash of 

brown in the goblin’s hand. “You’re the one who took my son’s eyes aren't’ you! I demand you 

give them back at once!” She clenched her hands into tight fists, frustration and exhaustion 

manifesting as fiery anger. 
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The little green goblin became enraged, sputtering and kicking up rocks. Sam guffawed 

at the sounds of the angry little figure. 

“I found these eyes fair and square lady! I’m going to do whatever I damn well please 

with them, and if you don’t like it, then you can jus-” his sentence was cut off, interrupted by the 

force of Joan’s fist smashing into his face. For a minute, the sound of flesh slapping against flesh 

delighted Sam, who clapped and giggled as his mother beat the little goblin to death. 

Joan finished the unpleasant task, then kneeled down and let out a long sigh. The physical 

effort of killing another being, even something as small and weak as the goblin, had absolutely 

tuckered her out, and she needed a minute to regain her composure before picking Sam’s eye up 

off the cave floor. To her dismay, she discovered the other eye had been crushed, perhaps by the 

goblin during his fit of rage, or by herself in her retaliation, which Joan felt was also, in many 

ways, the goblin’s own fault. The thought gave her an idea, and in a brief flash of genius, she 

reached over and plucked out one of the goblin’s eyes, it was just about the same size as Sam’s, 

but with a shimmering green iris. It was only fair that she take it, as reparation for the careless 

destruction of what was rightfully theirs. 

Joan pulled Sam out of the cave by his hand, leading him away from the ugly lump that 

had once been the goblin. Once they were outside she kneeled down in front of him with the 

eyes. She wondered briefly which eye should go in which socket, before determining that it 

probably didn’t matter. Slowly and delicately she popped each eye into place. Sam blinked, 

going cross-eyed for a moment while his vision returned, and then smiled politely up at Joan. 

“Now Sam, what do you say when someone helps you?” She crooned. 
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“Thank you, mom.” He responded in a sickly-sweet mimicry of gratitude. Joan smiled at 

him, proud of her son’s exquisite manners. She took his hand, and together they walked home, 

back to safety and normalcy, and far away from any caves, goblins, and unpleasantness. 

 


